Lake Victoria, Africa, supports millions of people. To produce reliable climate projections, it is desirable to successfully model the rainfall over the lake accurately. An initial step is taken here with customization of the Weather, Research, and Forecast (WRF) model. Of particular interest is an asymmetrical rainfall pattern across the lake basin, due to a diurnal land-lake breeze. The main aim is to present a customization framework for use over the lake. This framework is developed by conducting several series of model runs to investigate aspects of the customization. The runs are analyzed using Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission rainfall data and Climatic Research Unit temperature data. The study shows that the choice of parameters and lake surface temperature initialization can significantly alter the results. Also, the optimal physics combinations for the climatology may not necessarily be suitable for all circumstances, such as extreme years. The study concludes that WRF is unable to reproduce the pattern across the lake. The temperature of the lake is too cold and this prevents the diurnal land-lake breeze reversal. Overall, this study highlights the importance of customizing a model to the region of research and presents a framework through which this may be achieved.
Introduction
Lake Victoria is a key water resource in Eastern Africa. The lake is surrounded by three countries: Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania. It is the largest freshwater lake in Africa, covering an area of 69,000 km 2 [1] , but is also one of the shallowest; the bathymetry within the lake is asymmetrical east to west with an average depth of 45 m [2] . Approximately 85% of the inflow comes from rainfall directly into the lake itself, with the remaining inflow from tributaries [3] . The lake also feeds one of the sources of the River Nile, which then runs through Uganda, South Sudan, Sudan, and Egypt.
The population of the Lake Victoria Basin (LVB) is around 35 million [4] and depends on the lake for many resources. The lake provides food, water, income, and electricity to many of the people living in this region [5] . For example, the lake is the industrial and domestic water supply for around 5 million people living in the major cities that directly surround the lake [4] . It is also vitally important for transportation and is used extensively, yet it is one of the most dangerous waterways in the world due to the severity of the weather [1] .
In addition to this, 238 million people live in the River Nile basin, from all the tributary sources to the Mediterranean Sea. This large population is highly dependent on one singular water resource [6] . The countries downstream of Lake Victoria are dependent on the water released into the Nile from the Lake, as it supplies vital water to homes and agriculture as well as hydroelectric power through dams [3] . Upstream developments can affect water use downstream as they may determine when and how much water is reaching people and communities [3] .
Seto et al. [7] show that both the northern side of Lake Victoria and the Nile Basin in Egypt are likely to see significant urban growth, therefore, increasing the importance of the lake and its water resources. Consequently, changes in long and short term water availability have the potential for disastrous effects. Future modeling is important 2 Advances in Meteorology to determine if and how the region will change on multiple timescales.
The climatology over the lake is determined by both local and large scale influences [8, 9] . The dynamics associated with the geography of the Rift Valley Complex, the surrounding climate regimes, and synoptic scale features transient over the region all combine to create a highly complex and interesting climatology over the LVB. Situated in the Rift Valley region, the lake has mountainous regions to both the west and the east. The lake and surrounding land induce a large land-lake breeze circulation system [9] .
The most predominant of the large scale features that influence the region is the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). As the ITCZ moves across the region, it causes two rainy seasons. These rains occur during the spring (MarchApril-May) when they are known as the long rains and during the autumn (October-November-December, OND) when they are known as the short rains. The wind direction reverses during the rainy seasons with a north easterly flow during the Northern Hemisphere winter and a south easterly flow during the Northern Hemisphere summer [9] .
In addition to the ITCZ, two large teleconnections that occur in the Pacific and Indian Oceans influence the region: the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD). Both of these have been linked to East African rainfall, although there is ambiguity about how these two teleconnections are linked and which one exerts the most influence [10] [11] [12] [13] .
On a more local scale, the land-lake breeze is created by the surrounding high topography, the lake itself, the high insolation in the region, and the resulting temperatures gradients [9] . At night, the lake is at its warmest in comparison to the surrounding land, resulting in air flowing onto the lake and subsequent rising motion. This results in large amounts of convection, and therefore cloudiness and rainfall, overnight [14] . Anyah and Semazzi [15] found that the strength of the breeze and consequently the amount of rainfall are dependent on the lake surface temperature (LST). Anyah et al. [8] found that the high topography enhanced the breeze both during the day and at night. The mean easterly flow and asymmetrical lake temperatures (due to differing lake depths) mean that the rainfall caused by the diurnal cycle is not centered on the lake and is actually focused on the north western side [2, 14] .
These complex influences interact to create an asymmetrical rainfall pattern seen across the LVB (Figure 1 ). This pattern needs to be captured accurately by models to build confidence in the accuracy of future projections and forecasts.
Global climate models (GCMs) are used all around the globe for future projections. In order to capture finer and more accurate details of the precipitation pattern, it is necessary to downscale through a regional climate model (RCM). It is necessary to tune any RCM used so it best reflects the dynamics and physics of the region of interest. The majority of model parameterizations are designed with a particular region in mind; therefore, it is important to choose appropriate options. The process of adjusting the tunable parameters and attributes within the regional climate model is known as customization and is important regardless 0  100  200  300  400  500  600  700  800 900 1000
showing the total rainfall (mm) over the LVB basin for the 1999 short rains (OND). The asymmetrical pattern over the lake can be clearly seen.
of the model being used. Additionally, unlike most inland regions where RCMs have been used, Lake Victoria and the corresponding land-lake breeze create an additional source of complexity and therefore uncertainty. Previous customization in this region is very limited. The Climate Modeling Laboratory (Climlab) at North Carolina State University, in particular Sun et al. [16] and Davis et al. [17] , performed substantial research in customization for the LVB using the RegCM3 model. Much more recently in 2011, Pohl et al. [18] conducted research into the customization of the Weather, Research, and Forecasting model over Eastern Africa. However, their focus was a large East African domain rather than specifically the lake basin, which is the focus of this study. Recently, Sun et al. [19] showed that the LST is important when modeling the rainfall over the lake and that, by changing the initial LST, the rainfall pattern can be influenced.
The WRF model is selected for this study due to its increasing use and the resulting large community of modelers. However, this is a suggested framework which could be applied to any model and ideally in the future would be part of an ensemble of models focused on the region.
It is important that customization is approached in a comprehensive manner. The following work proposes a framework which encompasses several aspects of customization and could be used for other regions around the globe; this study is focused on the Lake Victoria Basin and consequently will be suitable for other similar regions. Section 2 lays out the process and methods used to determine this framework. Section 3 presents the results and discusses how they can be interpreted. Finally, Section 4 concludes this study. Analysis data [21] and the Optimum Interpolation SST data set is used [22] . The datasets can be found through the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) [23] .
Methods

Model and
Data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is used for validation of the model. The data used in this effort are acquired as part of the activities of NASA's Science Mission Directorate and are archived and distributed by the Goddard Earth Sciences (GES) Data and Information Services Center (DISC). The TRMM rainfall 3B42 dataset [24] is chosen as the most suitable, because it combines different precipitation estimates including both satellite coverage and station data, which resolves the problem of very limited in situ data in the region [14] .
The parent domain is extensive enough to reproduce large scale features such as Kelvin waves and the Indian Ocean SST [25] . It is chosen to be similar to the domain used by Paeth and Hense [26] , for Kelvin waves, but also takes into account domains used previously within Climlab at NCSU, such as those used by Bowden [27] . The nested domain covers a much smaller area centered over the Lake (Figure 2 ). The grid spacing of the large domain is 50 km and the nest is 10 km. Additionally, all runs use the US Geological Survey (USGS) land use data, linear lateral boundary conditions with four relaxation points for the boundary, and the alternative lake temperature initialization option within WRF unless otherwise stated in the individual experiments.
The run is initialized on 00z October 1, 1999. This year is chosen as it represents the climatology of the region [18] . However, only November is used for analysis to allow for the model to spin up and to capture the middle month of the short rains. The middle month is chosen as the basin experiences the most consistent rainfall coverage in this month. Figure 3 shows the TRMM data for the three months in the short rains. In October, the rains mostly occur in the north and in December to the south; however, in November the entire lake basin experiences the rainy season.
Evaluation Metrics.
To evaluate the model output with respect to the TRMM observations, the root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and the standard deviation (SD) of the difference between the WRF output and the observations are calculated. These are considered and calculated in the same way as Carvalho et al. [28] and Pielke [29] . The skill of the model runs is evaluated using the specifications described by Pielke [29] . Skill is shown when the RMSE is less than the SD of the observations (referred to as skill score 1) or when the SD of the model approximately equates to the SD of the observations (skill score 2). Skill score 2 requires equating two different SDs, where within plus/minus 10% of the observational SD is considered to be equal.
The runs are analyzed and ranked based on how well they performed statistically; the best quartile and the worst quartile are identified. Evaluation metrics are calculated for each individual domain size and then consolidated into an overall ranking based upon the results in the different domains. In order to analyze the lake in detail, a subset of domain two is also considered, referred to as the lake domain.
Finally, to analyze how well the model reproduces the rainfall distribution, plots of the total rainfall and difference plots, where TRMM data has been subtracted from the model output, are created for both domains.
Experimental Design.
The proposed framework consists of six experiments in order to comprehensively customize the model. These are as follows: (1) a comparison of the different physics options available in WRF, (2) a comparison of different SST datasets as well as different methods of initializing the Lake Surface Temperature, (3) further analysis on the dynamics found in the optimal runs and how they compare to the expected circulation over the lake, (4) a comparison of results for extreme years with the climatological year used for the initial analysis, (5) a comparison of results with the lake removed from statistical analysis, and (6) a comparison between the optimal physics options with respect to temperature and the optimal options with respect to rainfall. Experiment 1, Physics Options, aims to test which physics options within WRF give optimal results. Three base combinations are used: the default settings in WRF (run A), the combination used in the East African Community Feasibility Study (run B) [1] , and the combination found in preliminary customization tests conducted for just five days (run C). Beyond this, multiple variations of the base combinations are also used (runs D to M) ( Table 1 ).
In addition to the different parameters available for customization, WRF also has many options that can be changed depending on the suitability for the domain in question. In this domain, several of these options are of interest, particularly because the aim of this customization is for a seasonal run. Further runs are conducted in order to test these parameters. The tests conducted are (a) boundary conditions: an investigation into linear versus exponential boundary and the number of relaxation points within the boundary, (b) additional parameters (henceforth referred to as the climate parameters) suggested for use in climate runs such as updating the deep soil temperature and creating bucket values for radiation and rainfall, and (c) the land use data set; WRF has the option of using land use data provided by USGS or MODIS. 
While Sun et al. [19] showed the importance of the LST, it is important to determine that these results were not just based upon the data set or the way in which the temperature is initialized. This section aims to satisfy those uncertainties. For experiment 2, Lake Surface Temperature, four different runs are conducted. These take into account two different LST initialization methods and two different SST data sets that WRF uses. The default initialization option interpolates from the nearest water source and consequently is dependent on the SST data set and changes within it. The alternative option uses the air temperature as a proxy that it then sets as the LST for the entire run [30] . The SST datasets are the previously Advances in Meteorology 5 mentioned Optimally Interpolated SST and the ECMWF ERA Interim data [31] , obtained from the ECMWF Data Server. Each data set is run with each different initialization method. The model setup for all four runs is the same as combination H from part 1. This combination is chosen as it is the best performing combination in preliminary testing (not discussed here).
For experiment 3, Optimal Physics and Circulation Patterns, the physics combinations that gave the best results are chosen from the initial preliminary tests. The runs for this chapter are started earlier than previous runs, in order to ensure that spinup is not a problem. Unfortunately, lack of initialization data meant that the earliest date from which these runs could be started is September 12. November remains the focus of these runs. In addition to this longer time period, there are other set-up differences from the preliminary testing, based on the results of experiment one. These are as follows: exponential Boundary Conditions with a relaxation zone of 9 grid spaces, use of the climate parameters, and using the USGS land use data. The remaining setup is as previously stated. In addition to the previously mentioned evaluation metrics, plots are created of monthly average temperature, vector wind, and vertical and horizontal motion cross sections over the lake throughout the day. The temperature is compared to data from the Climatic Research Centre at the University of East Anglia [32] .
Experiment 4, Extreme Years, uses the same basic set-up, combination E, as experiment 3 and consists of four different years to represent extremes. The results in experiment 3 represent 1999 which is acting as a climatological control run. The differences between the statistics for each extreme year and the control run are calculated. A large amount of the variation within the short rains is due to a combination of ENSO and IOD [33, 34] . Consequently, it was decided that the extreme years would be based on the indices of these two teleconnections. 2002 The model runs for both experiments 5, Lake Masking Comparison, and 6, Temperature Comparison, are the same as performed and analyzed for the initial customization in experiment 1. However, in experiment 5, for every run statistics are also calculated with the lake masked and therefore that region of the output removed from the calculations. These results are then compared to those found in experiment 1. For experiment 6, the analysis is conducted with respect to temperature instead of rainfall and validated with Climatic Research Unit data. The results are compared with the results from part one to determine if the same physics options are optimal across multiple variables.
Results and Discussion
Physics Options.
When considering both the rainfall distribution and the evaluation metrics, it is apparent that while one physics combination cannot be objectively stated as the best, some combinations show significantly higher skill and therefore should be deemed more appropriate for use. Table 2 shows the statistical ranking from the RMSE, both of the individual domains and the overall ranking for all three metrics based upon how each combination performs in each domain. Figure 4 shows the rainfall pattern over the lake domain for all of the different physics combinations. Overall, Figure 4 shows that none of the options used are able to capture the rainfall pattern over the lake and that this result extends to other lakes within the lake domain, where the rainfall is also underestimated. Another consistent pattern is that all the runs overestimate the rainfall over the Congo rainforest in the western side of the domain.
Run L is consistently in the upper quartile of all three statistical error scores and shows a greater amount of skill than the majority of the other combinations, particularly in domain 2, when analyzed using the skill scores. Runs D and E also perform relatively well. They both consistently appear in the upper half of all the error statistic rankings in both the overall ranking and those for each domain. However, for the mean absolute error, both runs outperform the other combinations and make up the majority of the upper quartile in addition to run L. The two runs also show similar amounts of skill as run L.
The worst runs are identified as I, G, and B. While there is substantial variation within the lower quartile, these three runs are consistently in the lower statistics in RMSE, MAE, and SD. Additionally, none of these runs show skill in the skill scores. These runs dramatically overestimate the rainfall over large areas of the region and do not capture the rainfall distribution well. B and I both use the Kain Fritch (KF) cumulus scheme [35] , which appears to lead to much higher amounts of rainfall, possibly due to being developed for the continental USA [36] . Figure 5 shows the difference between modeled and observed (TRMM) rainfall. The overall distribution of the rainfall is more accurately reflected in runs L, D, and E where they capture more of the pattern surrounding the lake and throughout the domain. In particular, these runs show the asymmetry on either side of the lake, capturing the low rainfall on the western shore and high rainfall on the eastern shore. The rainfall over the Indian Ocean is also much more accurate in runs L and D than in many of the other runs, which tend to overestimate this region. It is suspected that the use of the Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ) [37, 38] cumulus scheme is instrumental in these results as it is a consistent factor between the two runs.
All runs show an excess of rainfall over the Congo rainforest and deficient rainfall over the lake itself. Although there is significant variability between the different runs, the majority of the combinations show too much rainfall over the Indian Ocean and underestimate over the remaining continent.
Run H, whilst performing well in the evaluation metrics, does not capture the correct rainfall distribution and largely underestimates over the majority of the continental region ( Figure 4) . It is suspected that the good statistical results are due to the fact that many of the other runs significantly overestimate the rainfall. This highlights the importance of not just basing the results on one particular form of analysis, such as one error metric like RMSE.
Finally, the additional runs show that using the climate parameters within WRF gives better results and should be 
The lines represent the upper and lower quartiles, in the SD ranking runs A, C and E and runs F, G and J are equal hence the displaced lines.
used for future runs. The differences between the statistical results for both the boundary conditions and the land use tests are very small and do not have a large impact on the results. USGS and an exponential boundary with 9 relaxation points are however found to be best in this situation. However, these areas need greater study to help determine the optimal results. None of the parameter combinations resolve the complex pattern over the lake, regardless of how well they performed otherwise. Many of them capture the rainfall distribution surrounding the lake, although they rarely reproduce the correct rainfall amounts. When considering the rainfall over the lake itself, all of the runs underestimate the rainfall. This underestimation is particularly large over the western half of the lake, where greater rainfall is shown in the observed data. Some of the runs, such as D and L, reproduce the correct wet and dry areas on either side of the lake but fail to reproduce the rainfall over the lake, resulting in a dry-drydry-wet pattern instead of the dry-wet-dry-wet pattern in the observations. This first experiment highlights the importance of customization for a particular region and the correct selection of parameters. For example, changing the cumulus parameter from the KF to the BMJ scheme changes a model run from being one of the most accurate (D) to one of the least accurate (B). It also confirms that it is difficult to fully determine what the overall optimal physics are, as the number of combinations is too extensive to fully investigate. 0  60  120  180  240  300  360  420  480 (c) 0  60  120  180  240  300  360 420 480 0  60  120  180  240  300  360  420 480 8 Advances in Meteorology Advances in Meteorology 3.2. Lake Surface Temperature. Experiment two compares two methods of initializing the lake surface temperature and two different datasets. Once again, none of these runs are able to capture the asymmetrical rainfall pattern over the lake. One run, using the OI SST and the original initialization (for this experiment only, run O), produces a significantly worse distribution than the other three ( Figure 6 ). Although the remaining three are more comparable, using the OI SST and the alternative initialization method (henceforth run OA) gives the optimal performance. Statistically, O performs the worst in both the RMSE and SD tests and second worst in the MAE. In most cases, the difference from the other runs is also considerable. For example, in domain 2, run OA has the lowest RMSE of 111.8 mm, comparable to the other two runs (henceforth E and EA, using the ECMWF SST data and the original and alternative initialization, resp.) which have errors of 116.3 mm and 117.5 mm, respectively. Conversely, run O has an error of 136.4 mm. The error in run O also increases as each domain focuses on the lake in greater detail; while the other runs do show this as well, it is to a lesser extent. For instance, between the RMSE for domain 1 and domain 2, run O saw a difference of 61.2 mm whereas run OA only saw a difference of 39.1 mm. This shows that the main region of error in the runs is in the lake region, but in run O this error is worse than in the others. In both the RMSE and MAE, OA performs the best; again, the difference between this run and the other two is far smaller in comparison to the difference to O. In the SD, E slightly outperforms OA but the differences remain small, with the largest difference being around 13 mm and the majority under 10 mm.
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The rainfall distribution and difference from TRMM data over the large domains show that the rainfall and the SST are very similar in all four runs. The key differences are found when the lake is examined in greater detail. Run O shows an overestimation over the lake, whereas the other three show an underestimation ( Figure 6 ). It is also observed in the difference plot that the lake shows an asymmetry of results, which means that the model is not capturing the necessary pattern over the lake.
Both the initialization process and the SST data have the potential to significantly influence the rainfall and how accurately it is represented. However, when using the second method of initialization, the SST data becomes of less importance to the lake region, as the initialization then uses air temperature as a proxy. The alternative initialization does lead to an improvement, but it does not fully resolve the problem as the lake is still the most significant source of error.
It is already recognized by Sun et al. [19] that the LST is very important. This experiment shows that differences in data and initialization options do not significantly increase the ability of the model to capture the LST and consequently the rainfall. Sun et al. [39] look at this problem in greater detail with a coupled lake surface temperature model.
Optimal Physics and Circulation Patterns.
Overall the rerun optimal physics choices from experiment one perform as expected. This result is consistent in both the statistics and the rainfall distribution. All runs show a similar pattern, overestimation of the Atlantic Ocean (in the large domain) and central continent (in particular the Congo rainforest) and underestimation of large continental regions and the lake (difference plots are analyzed but are not shown here). One area of difference is the representation of the Indian Ocean where the run containing the BMJ cumulus scheme outperforms the others. Again, it is highlighted that none of the runs are able to reproduce the asymmetrical pattern over the lake.
The next analysis is of the physics and circulation surrounding the lake. The results in this experiment are given for just one of the optimal combinations tested, with the same combination as run E in experiment 1; similar results are found for the other runs. The first additional variable to be considered is the mean temperature, analyzed on a mean monthly timescale for comparison with CRU. Overall a general negative bias is observed, with WRF underestimating the temperature over the majority of the continent by several degrees. This may be a contributing factor to the underestimation of rainfall over large areas of the domain. It is noteworthy that a bias of even two degrees could have a significant impact when looking at future changes, as the bias is around the same order of magnitude expected in future warming.
Following the temperature analysis, the circulation over the lake is considered. If the land lake breeze was forming, there would be convergence over the lake rising motion and consequently rainfall at night, with the reverse during the day. East-West cross sections of the zonal and vertical winds do appear to show a reversal (Figure 7) . The rising motion however is weak and inconsistent when it should be much stronger; similarly, the zonal flow onto the lake is much weaker than the corresponding flow off the lake during the day. Analysis of the vector winds (Figure 8 ) confirm that there is strong flow on land during the day but also show that there is a large amount of divergence occurring over the lake at night, which would not be expected if the model is accurately reproducing the diurnal circulation.
The relative humidity ( Figure 7 ) cross sections are consistent with the wind patterns, low humidity over the lake during the day and higher humidity at night. However, very little moisture appears to be above 4 km in the atmosphere as expected with large convective storms. In the west of the domain, there are large areas of moisture throughout the atmosphere, occurring over the Congo Rainforest and we would expect the night time moisture over the lake to look similar to this. Consequently, the circulation reversal that occurs at night is not taking place, and thus the land lake breeze system is not being fully resolved by this model. This is most likely due to incorrect representation of the lake surface temperature as discussed by Sun et al. [19] .
It is theorized that the models inability to capture the flow is due to the temperature of the lake. The daytime flow is captured by the model, as this is the time period when the lake is colder than the shore. Although the LST being too cold may influence the strength, it does not impact the occurrence of the flow. This flow will still influence divergence over the lake and consequently low rainfall. However the lake, due to having an underestimated LST, is never warmer than the surrounding land and this prevents the night time reversal of the land-lake breeze. This constant one way flow or very weak reversal explains the lack of rainfall over the lake in the model, as the rainfall is primarily due to convergence at night with the reversal of the land-lake breeze.
The lack of rainfall not only prevents the model from reproducing the asymmetrical pattern but also means that it is impossible to judge if the pattern would be there should the model be producing the correct amount of rainfall. Before it is possible to ascertain for certain whether the model is able to reproduce the correct rainfall pattern, it is necessary to get the fundamental flow over the lake correct and at present time this experiment has shown that this is not occurring. (Table 3 ). The inaccuracy corresponds to the strength of the ENSO signal as 2005 has the weakest ENSO index and 2010 has the strongest. The inaccuracy does not correspond to the strength of the IOD signal. Figure 9 shows the rainfall for each year with the corresponding TRMM rainfall and the difference between the two. The positive and negative extreme years are observed in the TRMM data; however, the model varies less significantly. The model appears to overestimate the low rainfall years and underestimate the high rainfall years meaning that WRF is not accounting for the changes in these large scale influences. The model still overestimates large areas over the Congo Rainforest and once again the lake is still not accurately represented. The asymmetrical pattern is reproduced by the TRMM data in all five years; however, this pattern is not reflected in the WRF rainfall in any of the years.
Experiment four reveals that WRF is unable to reproduce the influence of the large scale features on the region. Consequently, the same combination of physics options cannot reproduce the results to the same accuracy for an extreme year as for the original climatology year. The influences on the region are different during years when one of the large scale teleconnections is dominant. Further customization is needed for those years to produce another parameterization combination for years of particularly strong teleconnection modes; in the case of the region, the mode of focus would be ENSO.
Lake Mask and Temperature
Comparisons. Overall, with the lake masked and taken out of the statistical analysis, the results are not significantly different. A few of the runs move up or down in the rankings statistically and this is particularly prominent in the lake domain, where, as expected, the lake would have the largest impact. However, the upper quartile is only impacted on one instance and not significantly; therefore, overall it appears that the optimal combinations are unaffected by the lake masking. Consequently, the lake does influence the results, but in this case not significantly enough to bias the results. These results highlight that one feature does have the potential to bias the results of the entire domain and therefore caution should be used.
This raises the question as to whether customization should include areas that are known to be difficult to reproduce, or if the remainder of the domain should be focused on in order to customize as accurately as possible. In the case of this study, the lake is the large area of uncertainty, but there are potentially other regions around the globe that are modelled insufficiently and that continue to influence the regions surrounding them.
The comparison to temperature does give different results. When considering the RMSE and the MAE, the 00z 12z Figure 8 : Vector winds over the lake at 00z and 12z on the November 22 at the 850 hPa pressure level. Wind speed represented using wind barbs in knots.
optimal physics combinations for temperature are different to those for rainfall with the only exception being run L which remains within the upper quartile for both variables. The worst quartile for temperature contains both H and D across several evaluation metrics, which are in the upper quartile for the rainfall. The SD results are not in agreement with the RMSE and MAE showing that the runs with the least error do not necessarily have the most consistent bias unlike many of the rainfall related results. Overall, there is a smaller range of error for the temperature results than there is for the rainfall results. The majority of the errors are within a degree of one another and many are much less. There is still a generally negative bias of the domain with some of the better runs showing less of this bias. As previously mentioned, the bias is significant enough that it may be of consequence if looking at a warming trend.
It is shown that it is important to not just check the variable of interest but also analyze other variables in order to determine that the model is producing realistic results and that good results in one variable are not being produced at the expense of others. It is important to weigh up which combinations are the best to use as it is necessary to represent the entire climate system well. Therefore, it may be necessary to balance optimization across several variables. In this case, run L would be the optimal solution, as it performed well in both temperature and rainfall analyses.
Conclusion
Each experiment of this study has highlighted an important area of the customization process. This is necessary for confirming that WRF is producing the most accurate results possible for a particular region, in this case a month of the short rains season over the LVB. The individual experiments all emphasize individual aspects of this crucial process and also agree with and reinforce initial ideas and theories.
Some of the main components of the customization process are the parameters and options available in WRF. Some schemes will always be better suited to particular cases. In this study, several of the schemes are stressed as either being suitable or being unsuitable for this region. The scheme that stood out for producing optimal results is the BMJ cumulus scheme. All the runs produced with this scheme show a much better representation of rainfall over the Indian Ocean. The majority of runs produce a large overestimation over the ocean, whereas this scheme does not. Other options appear responsible for inaccurate results such as the KF cumulus scheme, which results in large amounts of precipitation and consequently an overestimation over a large proportion of the domain.
Masking the lake does not have a significant impact on which combinations produce the most accurate results. However, it does produce minor modifications in the ranking of how well the combinations perform, especially within the lake domain. Conversely, the temperature comparison does cause the accuracy of the combinations to change. This emphasizes that it is important to investigate more than one variable and not just the variable of primary focus. It is necessary to confirm that other elements of the circulation are also represented correctly. In the case of this study, the best combination is that of run L as it produces good results for both rainfall and temperature. It also contains the BMJ scheme. This is the combination that would be recommended for use in future studies.
However, the best combination for the climatology is not necessarily the best for the extreme years. It appears that it is necessary to perform additional customization for these years. For this region, the ENSO mode has the largest impact on the accuracy of the runs and it is important to adapt the customization to support this source of variability.
Finally, the main emphasis of this study was on the asymmetrical pattern that occurs over the LVB and whether or not WRF was able to reproduce this pattern. The pattern is dry over the western shore, wet over the western lake, dry over the eastern lake, and wet over the eastern shore. The model is sometimes able to capture the asymmetry on each shore; however, it is categorically unable to reproduce the correct rainfall distribution directly over the lake.
It is recognized that the model is unable to initialize the lake surface temperature correctly, causing this incorrect rainfall distribution. While Sun et al. [19] have shown the critical nature of the LST, this study shows that this problem with LST occurs regardless of which initialization or data set is used. WRF offers two options of initializing the lake; one, a direct interpolation of SST, creates a high LST which produces too much rainfall over the lake. The second one produces a proxy for LST from air temperature and this gives a more accurate but much colder LST, resulting in too little rainfall over the lake surface. This second initialization causes too little rainfall regardless of the other parameters or variables within the run. It is theorized that this lack of rainfall is due to the cold temperature preventing the reversal of the landlake breeze.
Overall, it appears that a customization study can improve the results over the general domain, but it does not improve the results directly over the lake. Future work will aim to combine this framework with the coupled model developed in Sun et al. [39] .
This framework provides a method of comprehensively customizing a model for a particular region and highlights important aspects of the customization process. It can be
